Did you know?

Mental Health System Solutions for Oregon

Back in 1843, Oregon’s Provisional
Government established a countybased mental health system.
Then in 1862, the state opened
Oregon State Hospital (OSH) and
by 1877 it accounted for 52% of the
state’s General Fund budget.

Assets
• Cutting-edge data and management systems are increasing
productivity and saving public dollars across the nation.
Oregon’s community programs are now leading the way with the
assistance of the National Council and national ﬁnancial experts,
Dale Jarvis and David Lloyd.
•

Improvements Underway
• This year, mental health managed-care organizations (MHOs) will
assume management of Oregon’s adult residential treatment dollars
from DHS. Based on their current success managing the children’s
system, we will cut waste through shorter hospital stays and then
fewer hospital stays as savings are reinvested in lower-cost services
proven to keep people out of the hospital altogether.
•

Risks & Rewards
•

Speeding up community placements of OSH patients who are
ready for a lower level of care will save $165-$557 per person per
day.1 On any given day, 50 to 75 civilly-committed patients are
ready and waiting to leave.2

Options for Further Action - Doable Fixes at OSH and DHS
• Oregon could have saved $7.6 million in 2009 alone by serving
people committed for misdemeanors in community facilities instead
of at OSH.3 Similar policy changes to how we treat our forensic
population could add up to big savings over the long term.
•

Today, the numbers of courtmandated or “forensic” patients
at the Oregon State Hospital are
driving costly and dangerous overcrowding and we face the threat of
a take-over by the U.S. Department
of Justice.

Our county-based system adds money to the state’s investment in
mental health services with millions of dollars in local and federal
grants, in-kind contributions and local interagency collaborations.

-but•

Since it began in 2007, an Oregon
program targeted to treat the
addicted parents of children in
foster care has so far saved nearly
1,000 children from the foster
system and offset $1.7 million per
month in foster care costs.7

•

People with psychiatric disabilities
now constitute the largest and
most rapidly expanding subgroup
of Social Security beneficiaries.8

Invest in proven, lower cost alternatives to the high-end mental
health and addictions services we are relying on now.
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Untreated substance abuse cost
Oregon $5.93 billion in lost
earnings, avoidable medical care,
and costs to law enforcement,
criminal justice and child and
family welfare in 2006.5 Less than
25% of Oregonians who need
addictions services receive them.6
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-butIn 2009, underfunding of community mental health services left 54%
of adults and 64% of children without needed care. Our community
partners absorb the costs and consequences of not treating people.
Since 2001, state investments have been focused primarily on people
who DHS is mandated to treat due to civil or criminal justice
involvement.4 This is the most costly way to address these needs,
in both dollars and lives.

Association of Oregon Community Mental Health Programs
www.aocmhp.org 503-399-7201

•

Oregon’s evidence-based early
psychosis intervention programs
teach adolescents and their
families how to manage the illness
when it is first detected. These kids
trade a future of pain and defeat
for the hope and success that all
young people should know.
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